tension of the products. If it is too tight to the touch, reduce the air and let the

INFLATION INSTRUCTIONS
FitPAWS® Balance Products are designed for canine rehabilitation and
conditioning exercises but they are not puncture-proof and like any other
plastic inflatable under pressure, when pushed past their limits, can burst. If you
choose your exercises wisely and follow a few simple guidelines, the FitPAWS®
Balance Products are designed to function properly.
PLEASE READ CAREFULLY

product sit for 24 hours before using.
Maximum sizes noted are ONLY a guideline. If the products, for any reason,
appear to be too tight and does not inflate to maximum height, or is hard to the
touch, then STOP - DO NOT inflate further. Release air and allow the product to
sit overnight before use.
If you have questions, please contact us at info@fitpawsusa.com.
Use tape or a pencil, mark the maximum height printed on your peanut or

1. Always inspect your FitPAWS® products for damage. Creases
and folds are normal, as it will come folded, but any snags or
tears will prohibit you from inflating properly.

2. Allow some time for the inflatable products to get to room
temperature because if the material is too hot or too cold it
will affect how well it inflates. We strongly recommend
inflating and letting the product sit for 24 hours to stretch and

egg on a wall so that you can measure the ball during inflation. Measure from
the highest point of the ball, not the saddle. Use the enclosed pump or air
compressor inflate ball up to 80-85% of the maximum height. Plug the ball and
let rest for 24 hours before inflating to desired height.

Product

Inches*

CM*

85% Inflation 95% Inflation
(Inflate Wait 24 Hrs)

(Recommended
Max Inflation)

80 cm Peanut

31.5” H, 62” L

80 cm H, 157 cm L

27” or 68 cm

30” or 76 cm

70 cm Peanut

27.5” H, 50.75” L

70 cm H, 128 cm L

24” or 60 cm

27” or 67 cm

adapt to the environments temperature. You may find that

60 cm Peanut

23.5” H, 44” L

60 cm H, 111 cm L

20” or 51 cm

23” or 57 cm

after 24 hours you can inflate slightly more.

50 cm Peanut

19.5” H, 36.25” L

50 cm H, 92 cm L

17” or 43 cm

19” or 48 cm

40 cm Peanut

15.5” H, 32” L

40 cm H, 81 cm L

13” or 34 cm

15” or 38 cm

3. DO NOT OVER INFLATE. FitPAWS® Balance Products should
be filled according to size, but there can be variances.

*Do Not exceed maximum diameter printed on the peanut.
You can always use a ball, less inflated, depending on the type of balance challenge desired.

For best performance, you should be able to depress the surface easily,
approximately 2” with your fingertips, soft to the touch. Any inflatable that is
stretched too tight has the potential to burst. Please pay attention to the surface
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